PROJECT RENDERINGS

VIEW OF SIE WELCOME CENTER FROM GARAGE
View of SIE Welcome Center from Cultural Center parking garage. Rendering by Fentress Architects and Machado Silvetti.

VIEW OF SIE WELCOME CENTER FROM 13TH AVENUE
View of SIE Welcome Center from 13th Avenue. Rendering by Fentress Architects and Machado Silvetti.

VIEW OF WELCOME CENTER FROM 14TH AVE. PARKWAY
View of welcome center from 14th Avenue Parkway. Rendering by Fentress Architects and Machado Silvetti.

VIEW FROM MAIN HALL / CREATIVE HUB
View of Main Hall / Creative Hub and Ponti Towers elevator lobby. Rendering by Fentress Architects and Machado Silvetti.

COURTYARD VIEW
Courtyard view from the south. Rendering by Fentress Architects and Machado Silvetti.

BARTLIT LEARNING AND ENGAGEMENT CENTER CREATIVE HUB
Proposed architectural rendering of the Bartlit Learning and Engagement Center Creative Hub. Rendering by Fentress Architects and Machado Silvetti.
AERIAL RENDERING OF THE MUSEUM CAMPUS


COURTYARD VIEW TOWARDS WELCOME CENTER

Courtyard view towards Welcome Center. Rendering by Fentress Architects and Machado Silvetti.

STURM FAMILY PAVILION-FAMILY CENTRAL

Sturm Family Pavilion-Family Central. Rendering by Fentress Architects and Machado Silvetti.

VIEW OF LEVEL 7 TERRACE

View of level 7 terrace, opening 2021. Rendering by Fentress Architects and Machado Silvetti.

STURM FAMILY PAVILION-EVENTS

Sturm Family Pavilion-Events. Rendering by Fentress Architects and Machado Silvetti.

MARTIN BUILDING SKYLIGHT VIEW

Martin Building skylight view. Rendering by Fentress Architects and Machado Silvetti.
CONSTRUCTION IMAGES

MARTIN BUILDING AND SIE WELCOME CENTER SITE
June 2018

Site cleared for Sie Welcome Center construction, June 2018. Photo by the Denver Art Museum.

NORTHWEST COAST GALLERY RENOVATION
October 2018

Renovation of the Northwest Coast gallery on level 2 of the Martin Building, October 2018. Photo by the Denver Art Museum.

MARTIN BUILDING ELEVATOR CORE
October 2018


SIE WELCOME CENTER STRUCTURE BUILDOUT
November 2018

Buildout of the Sie Welcome Center structure, November 2018. Photo by the Denver Art Museum.

MARTIN BUILDING FROM WELCOME CENTER LOWER LEVEL
November 2018

Martin Building from welcome center lower level, November 2018. Photo by the Denver Art Museum.

LEVEL 7 TERRACE AND WESTERN ART GALLERY BUILDOUT
April 2019

Buildout of the terrace and Western American art gallery on level 7 of the Martin Building, April 2019, opening 2021. Photo by the Denver Art Museum.
EXTERIOR CONSTRUCTION VIEW OF TUBE ENTRANCE
April 2019


INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION VIEW OF TUBE ENTRANCE
April 2019


SIE WELCOME CENTER AND MARTIN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
April 2019

Sie Welcome Center and Martin Building construction, April 2019. Photo by the Denver Art Museum.

CONSTRUCTION OF SCHOOL AND YOUTH DROP-OFF
April 2019


SIE WELCOME CENTER GLASS INSTALLATION
May 2019


HAMILTON BUILDING AND SIE WELCOME CENTER
May 2019

**SILBER HALL RENOVATION**  
*May 2019*


**SKYLIGHT CONSTRUCTION**  
*June 2019*


**STURM GRAND PAVILION CONSTRUCTION**  
*June 2019*


**NORTHWEST COAST GALLERY RENOVATION**  
*July 2019*

Northwest Coast gallery renovation, July 2019. Photo by the Denver Art Museum.
BUILDING PHOTOGRAPHY

EXTERIOR VIEW OF THE MARTIN BUILDING

Exterior view of the Martin Building, 2015. Photograph ©James Florio

MARTIN BUILDING EXTERIOR


MARTIN BUILDING AND HAMILTON BUILDING

PROJECT DONORS AND CONTRIBUTORS

J. LANDIS (LANNY) AND SHARON MARTIN

J. Landis (Lanny) and Sharon Martin. Photo by Steve Peterson Photography.

ANNA AND JOHN J. SIE

Anna and John J. Sie with Director Christoph Heinrich. Photo by the Denver Art Museum.

JANA AND FRED BARTLIT

Fred and Jana Bartlit. Photo by Steve Peterson Photography.

MACHADO SILVETTI AND FENTRESS ARCHITECTS


RENOVATION GROUNDBREAKING


DECEMBER 2018 WELCOME CENTER FINAL BEAM PLACEMENT

Lanny Martin, Christoph Hendrich and Denver Mayor Michael B. Hancock at construction news conference, Dec. 6, 2018. Photo by Elevate Denver.
HISTORIC IMAGES

ORIGINAL MARTIN BUILDING MODEL 1966

Original 1966 Martin Building model. Courtesy of Tryba Architects.

MARTIN BUILDING UNDER CONSTRUCTION 1969


EXTERIOR VIEW OF THE MARTIN BUILDING 1971


MARTIN BUILDING EXTERIOR ENTRANCE 1971


MARTIN BUILDING INTERIOR ENTRYWAY 1971


MARTIN BUILDING GALLERIES 1971